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^Student Deans
^ Select Six For
^ "Who's Who"

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1939

Seniors Elect Ely
Chairman, Choose
His Four Advisors
Fill Out Questionnaires About
College Life For "Life Goes
To a Party"

% Chindahl, Sandlin, Ely, Rae,
'^'^K Graves, and Justice Chosen
*°'H From Rollins College

**'Representative List
Is Compiled Yearly

The Senior Class was called to a
special meeting Thursdayfl October
26, by Dr. Holt, in the Dyer Memorial Building. The purposes of
the meeting were to help prepare
an article for Life Magazine and
to elect class officers. Dr. Holt
said that he didn't think the little
"Life Goes to a Party" gave an accurate picture of just what goes on
on the campus, or what Mr. and
Miss Average Student really do
with their school time. He then
gave the seniors a four page mimeographed sheet of questions and
asked them to fill it out. The purpose was to get a really accurate
picture of Mr. and Miss Average
College Student and their life at
Rollins. The questionnaire covered
religion, politics, books, favorite
subjects, extra-curricular activities,
family, personal habits, and just
about everything that one would
need to compile an accurate picture
of the average student.

The idea of creating one national
isis of recognition for students,
devoid of politics, initiation fees,
--. and dues was conceived over five
leEu years ago—thus
Who's
Who
haj;Among Students in'American Uniersi^ versities and Colleges came about.
Annually the editor of Who's
^ W h o compiles biographies of the
^ o u t s t a n d i n g students in America, Rollins Graduate Forced to
Freshmen and sophomores are not
Leave Professorship
At
candidates for recommendation,
American School in Paris
Only juniors, seniors and students
in advanced work are selected. Thi
(The following story was run in
value of the book depends upon
the narrowness of selection. The a Philadelphia paper concerning
editor has received numerous sug' Jack Rich, a former Rollins student
gestions from deans for arriving at who graduated here in 1938.)
"John 0. Rich, 22-year-old son of
)f|±he number of students to be nom
inated from each institution. The the Rev. and Mrs. Ernest A. Rich,
Dr. Clark and Mr. Granberry
of 8409 Walker Street, was home were present at the meeting and
concensus of opinion appears to
in Philadelphia today after a flight will play an important part in the
be that in no instance should over
from Paris and the war zone which development of the article. Dr.
one and one half per cent of thi
required five weks and a long zig- Clark will take the questionnaires
student body be nominated and that
zag to the Panama Canal Zone.
and summarize them, then Mr.
percentage be proportionately
"Graduated in 1938 from Rollins Granberry will turn them over to
tributed between male and female
students. In institutions of large College, young Rich went to Paris his English class and have the class
to teach history for the last year at write a story about Mr. and Miss
enrollment the percentage should
an American school. When war Average Student at Rollins.
be even smaller.
started in September he was forced
After finishing the question
The purpose of Who's Who i
to evacuate Paris with other Amernaires, the seniors gathered for ai
serve as an incentive for students
ican citizens and went to Bordeaux
election of a Chairman of the Sen
to get the most out of their colli
to seek passage home.
ior Class and a committe of four
careers, as a means of compensa"Hundreds of other American advisors. Matt Ely was elected
tion to students for what they have
already done, as a recommendation war refugees were already at Bor- chairman and his assistants are
to the business world, as a stan^ deaux, as well as at ports on the Vicky Morgan, Sue Terry, Joe Jus
dard of measurement for students English Channel, but the Philadel- tice, and Don Ogilvie. Irving Fel
comparable to such agencies a; phia youth finally found passage on der and Sue Terry conducted th(
Phi Beta Kappa and Rhodes Schol the BYench vessel La Salle, a ship meeting, assisted by the rest of the
chartered to collect Colonial troops
arship Award.
from the French West Indies.
To be included in Who's Who, £
"The La Salle took its passengers
student must have a combination of
Speech Fraternity Elects
qualities listed below to indicate to the Panama Canal Zone, requiring
four weeks for the voyage. At
that he is outstanding and an asset
Panama
Rich
boarded
the
Grace
At a meeting of the Florida Al
to his school. Some of the things
liner Santa Rosa, which landed him pha Chapter of Pi Kappa Delta, na
that go to make a student eVig
are character, leadership, scholar- in New York yesterday after a total tional honorary speech fraternity,
of more than a month in Atlantic, an election of officers was held for
ship, and potentialities.
Caribbean and coastal waters, made the coming year, as follows: PresiThe students that have been hazardous by fears of German subdent, Robert Stonerock; Vice-presinominated from Rollins College to
raids."
dent, Everett Farnsworth; Secreappear in Who's Who Among Stu
tary, James Edwards, Jr.; and Dedents In American Universities
bate Manager, Freeland Babcock,
and Colleges are Marge Shindahl K. A.'s Pledge James Niver
Wesley Davis was appointed speCaroline Sandlin, Emily Graves,
Alpha Psi Chapter of the Kappa cial reporter of Pi Kappa Delta and
Mat Ely, John Rae and Joe Justhe Oratorical Association to the
Alpha
Order
announces
with
pleatice.
"Sandspur". The meeting was held
Marge Chindahl's activities are: sure the pledging of James Philip in the Speech Studio, Tuesday eveNiver,
Daytona
Beach,
Sunday
Honor Roll, Chapel Committee
ning,
October 25, 1939.
Choir, Oratory, French Club, Phi morning, October 29.
Society, Phi Beta, Libra, Pi Gam
ma Mu, Key Society and a great
many other things.
Caroline Sandlin has participated in the following activitie;
dramatics, Phi Beta, Pan Hellenic
By JESS GREGG
Council, social service. Phi Beta, (Concerning the letters of Lola La does not sound as cultured as Lola
Oratory, Pi Kappa Delta, Libra
LaRue. But when we looked at the
Rue to Rubye Delle)
Pres. of K. K. G., and Theta Alph: Dear Rubye,
register and found Rankin ShrewsPhi.
Nature is wonderful and Rollins berry and Gertrude Musselwhite
Emily Graves was active in choir __ wonderful. I mean nature is and Rebecca Sokol and Eli HaimoHonor Roll, Hockey team. Inter really wonderful. Because here at witz and Dr. Moos present we denational Relations Club, Phi So school peeple fall in love just like cided I wouldn't be too conspikuos
ciety, and Assistant Secretary of
:ollege movies. I mean boys as Dora Grabbwhist.
The first day I got here it was
the Choir.
and girls go around here as close
Mat Ely was active in Chapel, together as Simonize twins. I warm and I wore my sheer white
n I realize school is going to dress and people were very nice
choir. Peace Society, Crew Manto me and all the fraternities rushed
ager, Fencing Manager, Student be very educatin.
Council, International Relations,
I told you how my financee, Mr. me especially John G. Antonio who
Pres. of Choir, Pres. of X Club, Fawcett, said a sweet nineteen year is going to help me with my history
Student Union Committee, Pi Kap- old girl like I should not be dancing all of which goes to show you that
pa Delta, Omicron Delta Kappa, 1 nite club shows but that I should people can be nice to you without
and many other things too num- e at college where my best points an interior motives.
erous to mention.
I have already lerned the southould be more developed, and my
John Rae's activities are Folk couzin Vyvyanne LaMarr said Why ern acsent so you see my education
dancing. Honor Roll, Phi Society, not send her to Harvard? which I is all ready begun. I mean Aggie
Choir, Zeta Alpha Epsilon, and think had a vulgar meaning. I Chawker, who is a girl, talks jest
Key Society, of which he is presn Mr. Fawcett said if I could like a southerner and I said to myident this year.
make the best of school and become self Lola if she can do it so can
Joe Justice of football fame has ;ducated he would make me his you becuz i remember how Dixie
also been active in. Freshman wife and so he picked out the best Lee Washington's southern acsent
committee,
Freshman
football. school he could find and here I am got her a millionare.
Well my dear you have no idea
Varsity baseball, Varsity basket- at Rollins.
ball, Interfraternity council, Vice
Vyvyanne was agenst it becuz what their is at Rollins besides
President of his Fraternity, and she is terribly ignorant and she sed books. You know that Hoover
Student council.
he only figures a girl needed to vacuum cleaner we have? Well his
•emember was her own and the son goes here my dear. And my
only dates she should care about dear he is so sofisticated. I mean
the kind which send orkids, but I went right up to him, my dear,
then Vyvyanne is not thirsty for and said I thought I and he ought
to know each other becuz we had
nawledge like I.
Students, here's your chance
Mr. Fawcett said to me Lola if one of the vacum cleaners he sells
to earn some extra pocket you are going to school I would and besides my cusin Vyvyanne Lamoney! The Art Studio will pay not use my stage name. Oh I said Marr used to go out with a Hoover
you 25c an hour to pose as a but I composed my nondy plume vakume salesman or maybe it was
model for the art classes. Ap- all by myself and would feel naked a fuller brush man but I was not
ply either to Daphne Banks or
thout it. And anyway my real sure becuz Vyvyanne knows so
(Continued on page 4)
I
to the secretary at the studio.
name is Dora Grabbwhist which
totij.

Jack Rich Arrives
In New York After
5 Weeks Adventure

''Nature is Wonderful/' Announces Lola;
Chorus Girl Arrives Thirsty For Nawledge

NOTICE

andspur
NOTICE
The First Annual Intramural
Dramatics Tournament sponsored by Sigma Phi Omega Fraternity begins just two weeks
from tonight. As yet, only two
fraternities and the Independents have requested that the
rules of the contest be sent
them. To these organizations
copies of the rules have been
sent. Other organizations wishing to enter the contest may obtain the rules upon request from
James B. Edwards, Jr., 204
Chase Hall. All other information should be obtained from
Manny Ehrlich, 485 Virginia
Court. Infringements of the
rules due to ignorance will not

Dr. Smith to Lead
Assembly Groups
In Student Forums
Meetings to be Held Once a
Month; Ratting Problems
Form First Discussion
Rollins students will be able to
have their say publicly, on the often-debated matters of ratting,
rushing, student enrollment, student government, the Rollin schedule, etc., thanks to the efforts of
the newly organized Assembly
Committee, headed by the able Dr,
Rhea Marsh Smith.
The new committee went into a
huddle immediately after being appointed last week, and came
with an entirely new Assembly
Plan; one that will introduce Stu
den Forums to the Rollins cam
pus. In other words, the new plar
interprets the term "Assembly" ir
its primitive meaning, to be construed as an occasion in which the
members of the Rollins Family get
together to discuss problems rela' tive to this campus.
The assemblies will be held once
a month, or three times each term,
and will be an hour in length. They
will be scheduled in the "A" period
or " D " period, alternately on Wednesday afternoon.
Two assemblies will be held during the current fall term. The first
in November, will be presided
er by Dudley Darling, President of
the Student Council. The all'important problem of Ratting is to
be discussed at this first Assembly.
After the presentation of various
problems relating to Ratting by
Richard Kelly and John Liberr
the floor will be thrown open for a
general discussion, in which any
student may air his ideas on th
subject.
After the discussion on Ratting,
forms will be handed out to those
present, and new recommendations
for action in Ratting gathered in
this way.
At the December meeting the
winner of the Intramural Dramatics Contest, sponsored by Sigma
Phi Omega will be named, and the
cups awarded.
The third assembly of every
month will be devoted to the presentation of original dramatic and
musical creations by members of
the Rollins family.
The other members of the Committee, of which Dr. Smith is chairman, are: Dr. Harry Pierce, Miss
Constance Ortmayer, Mr. Howard
Bailey, Mrs. Helen Rae, Mr. Lewis Dexter, Mr. Herman Siewert,
Louis Bills, Charlotte Gregg,,
John Liberman, and Mary Whitely.
Dick Rodda and Robert Stonerock
are the alternates.

Upsilon Gamma, New
Secret Society, Has
Solemn Ceremonies
Alpha Chapter of Upsilon Gamma (UG) takes fiendish glee in announcing the initiation of Uggie
Chalker, John Bugwalter, Marion
Rug, Bug Matthews, Jess Grugg,
Sue Terrug and Dug Bills.
The services were presided over
by those ugged individualists, Rachel Hari'ug, Toy (Ug-Boat Annie)
Skinner, Jimmy Nivug and the
Wizard of Ug, Bud Waddell. The
impressive ceremoniels concluded
with refreshments and the rendering of "I'm Putting AU My Ugs in
One Basket".

Support
Rollins Sandspur
Advertisers

(Complete Campus Coverage)

Bowes Is President
Of Freshman Class

Annie Russell
Company Gives
Program Series

S h o l l e y and H o o v e r E l e c t e d
S e c r e t a r y and T r e a s u r e r
The holler and hullabaloo have
died away, leaving the lowly Freshman Class quite exhausted and no
little bit surprised at its own mtelligence. Maybe you upperclassmen haven't heard about it, but
there is a group in the college called
the Freshman Class and even they
have to have officers. So, heedmg j
the call of duty, Dick Kelly, as his
?ast act as chairman of the 1939
Rat Committee, called the Class of
1943 together last Wednesday noon
in the Beanery to hold class elections.
Emerging from the welter of
campaign talk and other assorted
hot air, came these Freshman offiFrank Bowes, President.
Jane Ann Sholley, Secretary.
James Hoover, Treasurer.
As far as this correspondent
could find out, the only thing that
these officers will have to do is to
figure out how to spend the money
that the Rat Committee has so generously collected for them. But
even this is pretty well taken care
of for they will have to pay for
Stetson's goal-posts and put on a
Freshman Dance.

Tryouts For First
Play Held Next Week
Bailey to Direct Players in
Channing Pollock's "Fool"
Tryouts for the first production
of the Rollins Student Players will
be held Monday afternoon, November 6, from 4 to 6 o'clock, and
Tuesday evening at 7.30 o'clock.
The first play is Channing Pollock's "The Fool". It will be directed by Howard Bailey. All Upperclassmen and Freshmen, who are
members of the Freshmen Players, are invited to tryout.
This idealistic play by Mr. Pollock is one of the finest of its kind
yet written. The theme is the story
concerning a wealthy young rector who leaves his church to try to
follow the footsteps of the great
Spiritual Leader and the obstacles
which confront him in this attempt.
Although the play has a definite
religious theme, it deals in terms
of humanity instead of any particular sect. The story includes romance, fine comedy, pathos, and
good sound logic. The staging will
bring forth a complete innovation
in the Rollins Student Players' productions, but this particular feature is to be kept as a surprise for
the audiences.
There are about 25 speaking
parts and a mob scene in the play
so a large number of students will
be used in the perft

"End of Summer" Announced
As First Play; "Night Must
Fall" Is Second

Skinner and Kindler
To Appear February

DOROTHY LOCKHART

Chapel Choir Orders
Recording Machine
Rollins Women's Association
Assists in Purchase
Christopher 0. Honaas, choirmaster and director of the Rollins
Conservatory, announced yesterday
that the Chapel Choir has ordered
a recording machine for the use of
the choir and the conservatory. The
purchase of the machine was made
possible through the generous assistance of the Rollins Women's Association.
The high-fidelity recorder will be
completely adequate for recording
choir, symphony orchestra, and organ music. It consists of two portable units with a turntable drive
mechanism which can be changed
instantly from 77 to 33 1-3 revolutions per minute and records a
range from 50 to 6500 cycles. This
wide range will take care of the
lowest organ tones.
Records will be made which can
be purchased by choir members and
others who are interested. It is
expected that the recording machine will be ready for use in two
weeks.

Inter-racial Club Meets
There wil] be an Inter-Racial
Committee Meeting on November
11, 7:30 P. M. at Lyman 304, and
the students are cordially invited
to attend.
The Inter-Racial
Committee,
heretofore, has formed a prominent student activity, known as the
Inter-Racial Club under the vested
authority of the student body of
the College.
The purpose of this group is to
study, discuss and attempt to solve
local, as well as national problems.
Hungerford is its chief project.

Cheerleader Describes Vicissitudes Facing
Memhers of Profession at Football Games
By TOY SKINNER
"Hep! . . . Two! . . . Three . . . Twenty-one, asking where the
R with an O with an R-O-L . . .!" cheerleaders are, and why they
And so on through the football seadon't produce a little fight talk.
son, that funny little band, the taThen there's always the embarken-for-granted cheerleaders, keeps
"hoarsing" around for team, for rassing moment, after he greets a
party
of early comers to the game,
fun, and for Rollins.
Apparently, they're always hav- with a firm "I'm sorry but this section
is
reserved for Rollins", he
ing a perfectly wonderful time, but
truly the vicissitudes of a cheer- finds them to he new faculty members or the families of his favorite
leader are many.
First, he has to learn the stuff. profs.
As the potential cheerleader apThere's always the difficulty of
pears, he is drafted to serve a two keeping his private life out of the
or three week apprenticeship under yells, 'cause he just can't expect
what's left of the experienced the stands to follow: "Fight, Team
squad. After he learns to pull his Fight — why won't he write ? —
," in instead of throw them out, Fight team, Geraldine, got a date
and how to eat peanuts through a to nite ? Or Yea, Team . . . gotta
megaphone, he's all set for a white see the Dean . . . Gotta get my math
sweater and the ball field.
done right! Or R-R-R-, O-O-oh, he's
It is then very necessary that he L-L-Lying there I-I in pain N-N-S!
learn to cultivate the old sense-a- Roll-ins! Hope the break mends!
yumma if it is at all weak, 'cause Team Fight!
it's very comforting to relax upon
Cheerleading is really a great
when, after thinking in his inner game. It's just one of those things
soul that this is the opportune mo- you have to love intensely to do
ment to give "The Triple R", he well. After that you don't care
finds himself worked up into a what a fool you make of yourself,
froth of iridescent chit chat, yelling 'cause you're not yelling for yourfor "our boys out there" to a calm self, but for your classmates out
and composed grandstand that
there. After all, the Romans had
clearly sees no need whatever for
triumphal arches, and heroes rehis hysterical exclamations.
turning from battle have been
Or again, when he decided that cheered down through the ages.
perhaps he is calling too many Surely, our own football heroes deyells and killing any natural, spon- serve a show of our encouragement
taneous cheering, he get a coke and congratulation, so let's give
bottle at his feet (if he is lucky—his 'em a cheer! An' do ease up on the
head, if not), accompanying a growl
cheerleaders — they're doing the
from some cheerleader, vintage of
best they can.

Dorothy Lockhart, director of the
Annie Russell Series, announces
the second season of the Matinee
Series and the eighth season of the
Evening Series for 1940. These attractions will be presented in The
Annie Russell Theatre and the
Winter Park High School Auditorium during the winter months.
January 12-13. The Annie Russell Company under the direction
of Dorothy Lockhart, will present
"End of Summer", by S. N. Behrman. Few plays of our modern
theatre offer so complete and convincing a picture of one phase of
our life as this comedy.
February 2 H. R. Knickerbocker, winner of the Pulitzer Journalistic Award, and now reporting
from the western front in Europe,
will return to the United States in
time for his lecture here to give
the latest developments in the
swiftly changing
international
scene.
February 9-10 "Night
Must
Fall" by Emlyn Williams will be
the second play presented by The
Annie Russell Company. This is a
thrilling play of absorbing interest,
and dramatic and psychological insight.
February
16 Cornelia
Otis
Skinner, hailed as the greatest
single attraction of the American
theatre will present a program of
modern monologues.
February 23 The National Symphony Orchestra of Washington,
D. C, with Dr. Hans Kindler as
conductor, will play for the first
time this season in Winter Park.
Music lovers throughout this country and Canada have joined with
those in Washington in acclamiing
this orchestra as one of the outstanding symphonic organizations
in the country.
February 27 Mme
Elizabeth
Schumann, internationally known
prima Donna soprano, returns this
season to give a recital of Lieder.
March 15-16 "Susan and God"
by Rachel Crothers or " Outward
Bound" by Sutton Vane will be the
closing play of the season to be
presented by The Annie Russell
Company, under the direction of
Dorothy Lockhart.
As in the past, a very considerable reduction in price for a season ticket is made to the faculty,
members of the student body and
the staff of Rollins College. This is
absolutely the only reduction in
price made for the Annie Russell
Series during the year. For further information consult Dorothy
Lockhart, director, or Dudley Darling, Jane Russell,
Dick Kelly,
student representati
of The Annie Russell Series.

Buckwalter Elected
President of Players
Prof. Bailey to be Advisor and
Verigan, Secretary
At its first meeting of the year,
held in the new labratory theater
last Wednesday, the Rollins Student Players reelected Jack Buckwaiter as president of the organization. Dick Verigan was elected
secretary, and Prof. Howard Bailey
chosen faculty advisor for the coming year. The new dramatic season
and plans for the initiation of the
new members were discussed.
Eight new members to be initiated are Wendy Davis, Manny Ehrlich, Virginia Kingsbury, Don Miller, Dick Rodda, Charlotte Stout,
and Robert Ward.
These students have successfully
completed the point requirements
in acting and backstage work for
their membership in the Rollins
Student Players. The initiation is
to be held at 8:30 Wednesday evening in the Labratory Theater.
The Rollins Student Players discusses and selects plays, and plans
schedules for student productions.
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No one knows how closely-knit
the Rollins ALMA MATER is
the life of the students . .
"Set like a gem . . . " on tht
ange front of an angora sweater
is a purple and gold affair that
Charlotte Wing proudly possesses
. . it looks like something that
Cleopatra might have had . . and
Shasie is a perfect foil, or is it vice
versa? . . "like a gem", the KA
supper shone out this week as 1
ing one of the nicest events, and
for drawing the jewels of the ca
pus, well, Betty Watson, Smokey
Sholley, Carvel Long,
A,
Chalker, Marion Russ . . and other,
many other of the fair, are shining
examples!
" . . . amid the waters blue
were so many canoers and s\
mers last week, that the studes
from the nawth are finding it hard
to realize that today is . . (we hope
we've not been misinformed) . .
the foist of November . . . Moon
light boating seems to find favor
with Marge Chindahl and Babe Rae
. . and motor-boating goes well
with Bob Mathews who owns that
green flash called the Molokai . .
Jane McGrath believes that na^
ture's greatest gift is the sun . .
and Virginia Smith, she with the
already lovely cream-and-coffee
color, thinks the docks are not
bad place of a sunny aft . . . t
waters blue came up and grabbed
Con Carey last week . . . s
reported to have jumped in Lake
Virginia after her health class . . .
taking it a little too much to heart,
wasn't she ? . . .

" . . . Where palms and pine "
make a very nice substitute for
lover's
lane is the place you'll find
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf a?id fointed, well-rounded yet many Johnny Giantonio and Polly Young
of an evening and Jeff Kennedy,
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name
who is lighting a torch for Conimflies, victorious in single combat and therejore without a feer,
nie Childs, thinks Genius Drive is
wonderjully attractive and extensive in circulation: all these will be
not so bad . . . Manny Brankert
jound ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities oj
and Jackie Miller are nature adthe
Sandsfur.
mirers, as it were, and seem to be
seeing evenings together, many in
a row, despite the ardent rivalry of
Wes Hausman . . . Toy Skinner
One of the most interesting announcements of the new and Dejay Shriner were the ones
school year was that concerning the interfraternity one-act who wore the original cinder track
play contest being sponsored by the Sigma Phi Omegas. around the Horseshoe, and they're
Frankly, we feel that it's one of the best ideas in a long time. still a t it. . . and Bud Hoover, who
From all reports the response of the different fraternities disproves that old adage, "You
and sororities shows that they, too, consider the plan worth- cana't melta Phi Delta", thinks that
while and indicative of a lot of fun and hard work. It's possi- Carl is Good for him!
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and maybe we don't realize what
a good season it's been . . . even
with the injury of some of the
main-stays, we've lost only one
game, and from our feminine and
entirely intuitive point of view, the
Tampa game looks like a Rollins
cream, we hope, we hope . . . Congrats to the boys last week who
worked themselves into a lovely
lather over pretty good Havana U.
resistence . . . Subs who bear mentioning were Jack, the giant Keller, and No. 23 Billy Middlebrooks
. . . Jeff Kennedy added not only
vigor, but an Adonis-look to the
game, and Mitch Mitchell, Varsity
man with the winged heels will h
remembered long for his spectacular runs . . .

Hooray for Uncle Sam! Hooray
for such a grand day! And hip, hip
hooray for my new sports dress
I figure that I'm plenty lucky to
have found a McKay Classic mad(
up in Whitman's Gabardine a t i
price in line with my budget. There
are several styles . . . so it was
ter much debate that I chos
two-piece model with long, full
sleeves, a twelve-gore dress and
patch pockets for trim. This gab^
ardine is cut in wonderful colors
. . . Robin Hood Red and Green,
Blue, Flame, Black and Tan. Oh,
yes . . . the price . . . $5.98! Now
you know one of the reasons that
I feel so effervescent.

"Sing we thy praise . . . ", Prexy
for leading the band so prof(
sionally at the game last week .
Dorothy Lockhart, for preparing
such an interesting program for
this winter a t the Annie Russell
. . . Betty Miller, for doing to poetry what Edna Millay has I
trying to . . . Gene Anderson, for
being the most agreeable mai
ble that the good intentions of today may not continue until " . . . their fragrant incense town to collich studes . . . Smokey
production night, but we're willing to wager that not many brew" and they brew it gently, Knowles, for remaining a bacheh
While playing Miss Columbus,
will drop the challenge.
these Parisians! if we may go gos- despite attempts to make you
There are some possible improvements in the regulations sip-y on you and say that lelong's change your mind . . . Dr. Clarke, quest of accessories for my m
that the committee in charge might well consider. If a fra- "Jabot" is about the most sophisti- for making two hours interesting gabardine, yours truly discovered
ternity and sorority were allowed to pool their talent, we think cated perfume yet, maybe you'll all theh way through . . . X-Club some mercerized cotton anklets,
the results might be somewhat better. It is much easier to let us add that 'Tzigane" by Cor- boys, for playing your electric V They are made of a ribbed terry
8:30 of a Toosday yawning cloth weave with a lastex top and
find good plays for women than it is to find good plays with day is supposed to be for the gypEnglish class takes on a definite come in all colors. "Cross my heart,
all-male casts. Perhaps the performances may prove that the sy in your soul! . . . our fran Mme.
original plan is more workable. Naturally, when something Schiaparelli has made the thing for tempo that keeps up with Prof. hope to die" . . . my mouth hung
the Con studes . . . it's a small lac- Wattles's jokes . . . Janet Soren- open when the saleswoman said
new is started, there are bound to be changes.
they would deplete my allowance
The advantages of this type of competition are numerous. quered evening compact made of son, for living through a siege of only 29c a pair.
Perhaps the most outstanding is that it will stimulate further black and white piano keys . . . . hest-cold and coming a-smilinginterest in dramatics among people who have never considered and if you'll glance at the October through . . . (a la Norma Shear- You know . . . most often little
trying out for plays When the sorority and fraternity mem- 15th Vogue, you'll see the only way ) Matt Ely, for working like a things bother you more than a mabers see how much experience and pleasure is derived from to comply with that thing about ad monk on the Student Union jor catastrophe. Yesterday evening,
different phases of play production they'll want to work in your best foot forward . . . Cob- project . . . Dick Rodda for doing when I started to write that cute
boy that I met a t the beach last
blers, Inc., has made some little
some capacity for the plays of the Rollins Student Players.
e things better than most anyFrom snatches of conversations that 'The Earie One" has fleece-lined woolies, laced with body and in less time and with less summer, my fountain pen acted up
again. Well . . . I was so disturbreal
leather,
and
made
of
a
softoverheard and reported we understand that the sororities are
noise . . .
ed that I couldn't think of two h^
going after the cup tooth and nail. If the 'White Hope" of the doe-skin looking stuff. They have
. . . thy daughters and thy eyed words to put together. Getting
no
heels,
and
guys
and
gals
alike
Kappas or the "New Garbo" of the Gamma Phis or Pi Phis
i" had quite a social time last
should be missing on the day of the performance, we'll supsect can use them on cool nights and in week . . . what with business pick- back to what I started to tell you
foul play. Anyway it's an idea and is given for what it may classes, for that matter . . . feet ing up around the sorority and fra- . . . in the same store where I
found the gabardine . . . there is a
be worth. Didn't someone say, "Blood will tell?" Maybe do get cold in class!
ternity houses! we mentioned the Mr. Erne. He was a pen maker for
that's a line from our play.
"Oh, Alma Mater . . ." did you KA supper . . . the Pi Phi Open twelve years and right now is the
know that some of your sons, house on Sunday . . . on Hallow- only one South of St. Louis. He
namely those White Star polishthe Phi Mu's had informal sells most all of the popular pens
ers the Sigma Nu's have a tune- dancing at Fox Hall . . . Gamma like Parker, Sheaffer, Eversharp
terrific-tap-of-torrid-ness
in the Phi's threw a tea brew, as did the and Waterman. What is grand
form of "Oh, Dear, What Can the Theta's . . . and next Sattidy p. about his service is that he makes
Matter B e ? " done by that Ella
the X Clubbers are having an a pen point that just exactly suits
By THE EARIE ONE
Fitzgerald gal? . . . and have you open suave swing session for all you instead of your having to buy
. Betty Tomlinson had an infor- a stock pen from some one that
The all-college movie Tuesday noticed that a good one-half of the
Wendell Davis: "I guess I just night was "Brother Rat". The back-bone of the Tar Team calls mal Ferdinand tea last week, and doesn't know what it's all about.
•went off on a tantrum—what was Wayne Morris-Priscilla Lane clique the Lambda Chi Alpha house its Dean Enyart, an honored son, did Oh, yes . . . this Mr. Erne repairs
was very satisfactory in portraying scrappy home? . . . and do you a little fancy bar?b-q-ing one dusk your pens in a doub'e fast time.
the subject we were o n ? "
Miss Anna B. Treat: "No—No, life a t the Virginia Military Insti- know anything about a romance beT some of the chosen ones . . .
you can't do that; I don't care what tute. The way many of the "stu- tween Ruth Eaton, Chi 0 pledge,
"Sons who uphold . . . " tha old
your advisor said. Your upper Di- dents" were taking the show in, and Lou Bethea . . . and do you
lurtesy of "women and kids first"
happen
to
know
whose
violent
pink
it might be said that they got a
vision Board . . ."
are needed, for one of the Rollins
Dorothy Bryn: "Is Roosevelt a few good pointers on how to foil lip-stick Ed Levy had all over his canoes leaks! . . . and those who
collar last Thursday? . . . and
school regulations.
Republican or a Democrat?"
uphold that Petty is the only guy
whose charming lip-print graces
Warren Siddall; " . . . and so at
what can do justice by the femmes,
the post on the porch of Lyman?
the tender age of two months, my
please let the Tar Duster know, startling with the spruce and moss
Despite its present low standwe
figured
that
she
is
a
5'
3"
father, the hig chief .of the Wahgo- ing, the University of Chicago grid
for we know where an almost life- green that's so popular . . .
hegan Indians, sent me out into team has won more Big Ten cham- brunette!
size Petty-pretty is, and for sale,
" . . . thine ancient honored
the world to make my own way as pionships than any other team.
" . . . the swift year runs" . . . cheap
. . (special rate to the name" . . . is being well preservall our bai-efooted ancestors had
we hear students already antici- KA's!) . . .
ed by the band, whose rendition of
done before us."
pating
Xmas
and
Thankgiving
hols
Beloit College has scheduled two
" . . . thy fair unsullied fame" the ALMA MATER is enough to
Jane Ann Sholley: (with much Thanksgiving holidays this year. . . . Betty Hall, she of the smoking will be a little less unsullied if stir anybody right off the bleachtorch and secret passion, is plan- anyone heard the naughty words ers; we'd like to give them Conlower lip) "nobody loves me."
Ninian Ulysses Bond, III: " I Hlion Hnamed HHerman, Hand ning to eat toikey with sorority Betty Watson was saying when she grats . . . but, please, just a wee
can't think of anything else to HHe Hbelonged Hto Hmy Mmo- sis Shirley Bowstead . . . we hope found her jalopy tucked in between bit faster!
you all with s. a. ( some appetites) two others too tightly to move . . .
say to you so how about a d a t e ? " ther, Hmy . . . ."
"True to thy colors . . . " is Toy
Doris Kohl: "and because I don't will remember that Homecoming the stripping gears was extremely Skinner who has an eye-fetching
Jack Sharp: "Hey, baby where
like Cloverleaf I've decided to join and the return Stateson game are eloquent when she finally got go- dress of blue and gold combine . . .
you goin', shuhg?"
slated for the first of December, ing! . . ..
Matthew Ely: "She looked at me a sorority . . ."
and is Jane Miller who cheered
Richard Kelly: "Whatever you and we'll need some kind of a
in a funny sort of way . . .Do you
"Daughters who love . . . "vio- valiantly for Rollins a long time
cheering section . . . the year runs lent nail polish will do well to try
suppose she's after me? Gosh, fel- said, I disagree."
ago a t the Stetson game, even tho'
lows!"
Richard Kelly (again) . . . "You and the lab theatre is making Peggy Sage's new Triple Alliance the green and white had been her
Mary Ann Wilson: "Isn't is wun- seem queer enough to be interest- great strides . . . we understand in the form of Fez, Mantilla, and colors for two years . . .
derful? I think it's beautiful! 0 0 0 - ing; what are you doing tonite?" that Joanne Oaks is suited for her Sari . . . all red as flame, and
Did we hear a suggestion that
OOOOH. How gorgeously divine,
CORRECTION from last w e e k - part, but doesn't care for it . . . Hedy-Lamarr-ish , . . and those
we change this column to Tar
and isn't it wun-derful ? "
Miss Apperson really said: "Girls, well, actors must suffer, we hear, who love new colors will want to
Dirt?
Who wants to be grubby
Virginia Kingsbury: "Honce Hu- there's the red light and you know or is it directors? . . . the pig- try "Windsor" . . . a dark beige
about the thing?
pon Ha Htime Hithere Hwas Ha what that means."
i skin season is already half over, that is new this month . . . it is i
TAR DUSTER

Is This An Actor That We See, Etc.?

OVERHEARD

All-College Movie
Gives "Brother Rat"
Tuesday Evening
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THE SET OF THE SOUL
"One ship drives east and ihe other drives ivest
With the self-same winds that blow
'Tis the set of the sails, and not the gales.
Which tells us the way they go."
In April, 1906, San Francisco was
nearly destroyed by a great earthquake and the conflagration which
followed.
Structures which outwardly appeared firm and staunch
tumbled down and caved in like
sand castles on the sea shore at
high tide. The destruction of life
and property caused much grief
and sorrow throughout the Nation.
But there was one thing the earthquake did not destroy; the divinelike courage of the citizens of that
great metropolis of Northern California. They hardly waited for the
smoke to leave or for the ashes to
cool before they began removing
the debri and making plans to rebuild a greater city. New and
larger buildings were erected with
better materials and on stronger
foundations.

banished much pain and disease
from the earth. This age in which
we now live needs all the skill and
technique of engineering and science — plus the wisdom of philosophy and the vision and zeal of religinon and patriotism to save mankind from self-destruction. Dangerous weapons are in the hands of
men who love themselves more than
God and who place their ambitions
above the welfare of humanity.
The unhappy plight in which the
world finds itself today is a challenge to all of us who want a saner
and happier world. Perhaps we
ought to begin re-thinking ourselves and the systems which actuate and control human relations.
Why do we have wars? Within
a few years the life of every student on Rollins Campus will be affected by the answers to these
questions. In searching for the
answers to these questions we shall
need more light than heat—and
courage to face the implications of
these answers.

Since 1906 there have been other
earthquakes in California which
caused further destruction of life
and property, but lessons learned
from the 1906 disaster were eviIt is easier to set up defenses for
dent in the many unmolested buildings which have stood the test of situations in which we find ourlater quakes. And lessons learned selves than to think through to the
from more recent quakes wil! be causes thei-eof. We are born, so to
put into the engineering skill, and speak, into certain creeds—relig.
the stone and steel of new build- ious, political, or social, and spend
ings. The Californians have learned the rest of our lives justifying or
defending our convictions. We may
from their misfortunes.
The progress of humanity would have been right and our defense
be greatly accelerated if we were may have preserved something
as teachable in the realms of mind vital to ourselves and others, on the
and spirit as we are in the arts of other hand if we were wrong we
overcoming the dangers and handi- have hindered personal progress
caps of the physical universe. Ap- ^ d blocked the march of truth on
parently the masses have learned: r street.
We often talk about this world
very little from such social and ecothough it were something very
nomic quakes as the World War i
far
from us; but we are societyand the international business resocial system—we are the bodi
cession. Some few thinkers made
notes on these disasters and point- politic. We are everything about |
ed out causes, but the masses have which we complain. The attitude j
been too busy scratching around in of each individual is reflected
total goodness or evil in t!
the debris or fighting over the
Id. When one person resolves
spoils of these social upheavals to
to
live
a beautiful life the whole
think
about building defenses
against similar plagues in the fu- world becomes just that much more
beautiful.
ture.
And now comes another
Perhaps many of us feel helple;
moral quake—the current war in
Europe—the repercussions from in the presence of so much that |
which may shake the foundations needs to be done. But the world I
of society and change the trend of not hopeless as long as each does '
the best he can until he can d(
history.
In the past we have paid de- better. Jesus paid high tribute I
served tribute to engineers who (Mark 14:8) to a woman (who had |
have leveled mountains, bridged performed a small act of kindness)
rivers, and built great cities. We when he said of her: "She hath |
have honoi-ed scientists who have done what she could."

FOOTNOTES
Penguin Peggy
certainly cannot wri1
gossip
column and shouldn't mess the paper up by trying to. We and many
others think it is a blot . . . and
not only that, but a big, long blot,
because the author never seems to
finish. A good gossip column is always welcome. There have been
lots of requests for one, and this
column is not meant to be one. But
Tar Dust . . . . ! ! ! ! !
There is the most remarkable
response for girls* crew this year.
We can't figure whether it's a new
drive they have started in that
direction, or if it just happened
that way, but there are four full
crews and then a few people left
over. The Pi Phi's are more or less
the veterans, and then there are the
Gamma Phi's, the Independents,
and the Freshmen. It's about time
that we start using the water that
surrounds us to a greater advantage. There's so much of it, and it
rea'ly hasn't been put to proper
use. We would like to see a regatta of small sailboats, personally. It
could be turned into one of the best
parts of Rollins. Not only would it
serve as a most divinely pleasant
recreation, but it could be an intramural sport, and we could (perhaps) spread it out even further
than that. At least we could become
members of the Nat. Yacht Club
Ass'n and have a little yacht club
of our own. We would rather see
something like that than a Student
Union Building.

you, bring your own chairs with
you and make yourself a t home.
Why are the K. A.'s so quiet this
year? They may make internal
noise, but as to their usual campus
pranks, they seem to have faded
away. It's too bad. We used to enjoy their simple silliness. We suppose with the departure of Belden,
Inc., the whole thing folded up.
Now the X Clubbers have more or
less taken over the job. And, by the
way, because Dirty Willie Whitehot is a friends of ours and we
know how he loves to see his name
in print — Willie Whitehead, Willie Whitehead, Willie Weadhite,
Whitie Willhead, Wheatie Whathill, etc.
The Lambda Chi Alpha house
just isn'tthe some. With the changing of their name they seemed to
too. There just isn't the old zip. We
don't even expect to hear of any
missing trophies this year. (Does
this give you any IDEAS, boys?)
(We're going in for mental-telepathy.)
How many of you know anything
about Esperanto? Well, you should
One can never tell when one might
be stranded on a South Sea Isle
with a native and need a few words
to clear the situation up . . . and
where would you be if seated in the
middle of a European war and
wanting to know what was happening you turned on the radio and
all you could get, (besides a lot of
gibberish), was some good old Esperanto? So we suggest that you
look into it. It's very easy to read
and to understand, and it makes
you feel most international.
THIS, is the END!

We would like to announce in this
particular spot, that there is going to be a terrific rejuvenation
and improvement in the Assemblies
this year. In fact they are going to
be slight collosuses and well worth
while turning out for. In short, S. p . 0 . Celebrates Hallowe'en |
people, if you miss even one of
these gems you will live to regret
Hallowe'en was celebrated at
it. So when the Activities lists roll the Sigma Phi Omega House by an
out, put a big X mark next to the informal party. Thirty-four perAssembly, and hie yourself there. sons including members and pledgWe would like to see a little bit [es of the fraternity, and their |
more unemptiness in the Varsity.! guests and dates were present. The
. . . There's a lot of space to fill, party was chaperoned by the Fraso get going. If you find there ternity Father and Mother, Mr. and
doesn't seem to be a chair left for Mrs. Fred Alter,
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•SPORTS*
Mitchell Stars as
j'ars Beat Cubans
In Friday's Game

Lambda Chi Leads
Football League
In Its Third Week

^iles Up 140 Yards to Lead
• Team to 25-0 Victory Over
^ Havana University

Beat Undefeated X Clubbers;
Independents Lose to Phi
Delt, Then Lick K. A.

••

The big guns of Lambda Chi,
Kelly and Weinberg, bombed the
undefeated X Club 19 to 0 in Friday's hard fought skirmish. The
Clubbers had previously sunk the
K. A.'s faulty ship 27 to 0 in Tuesday's battle. The little Independents simultaneously held the allpowerful, although once defeated,
Phi Delts to a surprising 12 to 0
score and then went on to defeat
the sinking K. A. team 25 to 7.

By CHARLES ARNOLD

Il The University of Havana's
[fighting Caribes put up a surprisling three quarter defense Friday
inight at Greater Orlando Stadium
'before superior Rollins reserves
tand experience broke down the Cutbans for a 25-0 victory. Until the
fourth period opened, the subbom
[Havana boys held the Tars to a 6-0
iead but the failing strength of the
-Cubans could not stop a last period
tRoUins spree that netted three
touchdowns and an extra point.
J Merlin Mitchell, former Orlando
Pigh School halfback, led the Rolilins attack with two touchdown
!,runs of 65 yards each. "Mitch"
scampered 65 yards in the first per,^od to supply the Tars with their
^narrow lead and again in the final
ii^anto Mitchell broke loose on a
f^hriiling run of 65 yards for the
jjthird score after Joe Justice had
[Contributed a touchdown as the
period opened. The final points
^ell to Billy Middlebrooks of Win• ter Garden, who scored on a 17yard jaunt around left end on the
jfinal play of the game.
. Man-for-man, the Cubans matched the Rollins defense play. In
^Captain Jimmy Riveiro, guard, and

See the Pulitzer Prize
Edition of

THE YEARLING
Marjorie K. Rawlings
Illustrated by N. C. Wyeth
at

THE BOOKERY
BUICK OFFERS
1939 Buick 41 Sedan
demonstrator
$150 discount
1939 Buick 40c Conv.
Sedan, Radio, Whitewall tires, etc.
$400 discount
1938 Buick 46 Cpe. $745
1938 Plymouth Cpe. $545
1937 Ford Tudor .-. $445

ORANGE BUICK
C O M P A N Y
333 No. Orange
Phone 5410

MERLIN MITCHELL
Francisco Alnoso, 190-pound end,
the Cubans had two of the oustanding linesmen on the field. Alonso,
called in to play when the regular
Havana end was injured, played a
beautiful offensive game and recovered two of Rollins* five fumbles.
The Havana backs were hampered in their movements by lack
of coordinated attack, which comes
only with constant team practice.
Individually, they were a dangerous set of ball carriers until they
wore their strength out with a 60
minute ball game.
The game was scarcely three minutes old when Mitchell took the
ball on his own 36 and cut down the
right side lines for a score. Twice
more Rollins attempted to score in
that period, only to have fumbles
halt the attack. In the fourth period, Rollins scored on three plays
that covered 65 yards. Davis, playing a grand game at spinnerback,
ripped off 12 and 23 yards in a row
and Justice swept over the right
side of the line on a tricky reverse
to score on a 24 yard run.
Shortly afterward Mitchell tore
loose around right end and cut back
across the field for his second
touchdown. Alfredo Porto, Havana
guard blacked Davis' placement attempt. The whistle had already
blown when Middlebrooks started
on his touchdown run of 17 yards
off the left side of the line. Mitchell led the team in individual yards
gained with 140, with Bethea coming in second with 58 and Davis
third with 51. ^
Let's everyone turn out for the
Tars' next game against the University of Tampa's Spartans, to be
played in Tampa on November 17th,
and help the boys make it five out
of six.

HOUGH'S
FOOD SHOP
QUALITY FOODS
Phone 520
Park Ave.

RAY

GREENE

SANDSPUR

GUI^SMOKE

Rybolt and Apgar to
Coach Tennis Classes

CO-EDS
IN
SPORTS

By DICK and TEX
Firing practice has begun on the
rifle range at last. The rifles were
zeroed in and all the classes had a
chance to try their skill at fifty
feet. Some unusual ability was
shown by Jack Liberman and Freeland Babcock, both turning in forty-nines on the second day of practice. Others shot good groups, the
goal toward which we are now
working, but it seems that the
sights will have to be individually
set before we can report definitely on their ability.
We had some real highlights at
the first practice. One of the students began to shoot, and the spotter on the range couldn't find any
bullet holes in the target. It fin
ally turned out that this fellow
was using the top of the leaf for a
sight instead of the peep, throwing
his shots about a foot over the target and paper. After he was
straightened out he got along
fine shape.
The other highlight happened
when one of the shotters was duly
wrapped in his sling, given five
cartridges, and told to fire. Afte.
completing his string he hesitated
a moment in a perplexed manner,
looked at the sling, then asked,
"Now how in the hell do I get out
of this thing?"
To date we have had three inquiries from co-eds. We wonder
why we don't get more. This would
be a swell sport for the girls who
really want to do something in the
intramural field.

In the Phi Delt-Independent
game, the former had too much
power for their plucky adversary,
but the Independent backfield of
Ray, Grandy, Liberman, and Williams threw many a scare into the
Phi Delt camp. The Phi Delt's
"Will-o-the-Wisp", Wendy Davis,
scampered down the field for the
first score. The try for point failed.
The Independents held the Phi
Delts for no further score until the
closing minutes of the final perLambi Chi Alphas completed two
iod, when Davis tossed a beautiful
passes for a touchdown in a minspot pass to Nyn Bond who fell
ute and fifteen seconds of play.
across the line to chalk up six
The first pass from Kelley to
more points. Again the final point
Albert counted for forty yards and
was missed.
the second one from the same ;
In the afternoon's second en- ser to the speedy Eddie Weinberg
counter, a far superior X Club held scored six points. Weinberg dropa misfiring K. A. team to their kicked the extra point.
own side of the field for the entire
Before the Clubbers had time to
afternoon without letting them
regather their much-hurt dignity,
complete a single pass or gain a
a pass from "The Great" Kelly to
first down.
Don Cram, who had delayed until
The Clubbers opened their scor- the Clubbers had all been "sucked'
ing when "Battleship" Meyers scored another six points.
heaved a long pass to Bob Whiston
The third crossing into pay terwho caught the ball as he passed ritory came when Eddie Weinberg,
the goal line.
the fastest man in the intramural
The second touchdown came soon league, out-sprinted Jack My
after when the Clubbers triple on a sleeper play.
threat man, Dick Rodda, tossed another pass to Whiston, ending the
scoring for the first half. In the
"SLOPPY JOE"
second half, after a sustained
march, Rodda tossed to Meyers
for another score. This was shortly
followed b y another touchdown. Shetland and Brushed Wool.
pass from Danny Speyers to the '
White and colors $3.50
Club's high scoring end, Whiston.
The Clubbers made three out of
four extra points; Rodda place
kicking two and a Myers-to-Rodda
pass counting for the last.
L. C. A.'s Bewilder Clubbers
j
Hitting with lightning speed, the

Cardigan Jackets

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
INCORPORATED
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered
, Walter Dickson, Manager
69 West Concord Ave.
Phone 5861
Orlando, Florida

O r l a n d o M e n and D r . A d a m s
To Supervise S t u d e n t s
"We've got the coaches, c
there are two fine new courts, and
we're all set to make Rollins tennis-conscious in a big way!" The
speaker was the affable Dr. Thurston Adams, whose capable work in
his field as Assistant Athletic Supervisor is noteworthy.
"Doc," as he is affectionately
called by most of the undergraduates, has gone to some effort to
bring two of the finest coaches in
the state to the Rollins campus
each Tuesday and Friday. These
two men, Howard Rybolt and Gordon Apgar, have generously donated their services to the college.
As a result, Rollins students can
enjoy the best of instruction, at no
cost. "Please be sure to make it
clear that we want girls as well as
boys to take advantage of this opportunity," said Doc Adams.
To sketch briefly the background
of these two coaches let's begin
with Howard Rybolt. A graduate
of the University of Florida's Engineering, he's affiliated with the
Florida Pipe Company. As a student at the University, Mr. Rybolt was a member of the varsity
team and also manager. After graduating he became a member of
the coaching staff at that institution, leaving there to come to Orlando to go into business. However, he couldn't stay away from tennis activity very long, and eight
years ago he came to the Orlando
Tennis Club and took over the duties of Professional there. He still
serves in that capacity. Mr. Reynolds has trained many fine players.
Gordon Apgar, also from Orlando, attended the University of Alabama, leaving there to take a job
in Wall Street, in 1933. Now affiliated with the display department
of the Orlando Times, Mr. Apgar
has an impressive record of tournament play behind him, having

BABY GRAND
THEATRE
Week beginning Nov. 2nd

Well, Moo-Moo will begin soon
(we hope). I guess all you MooMoo lovers will be glad to hear
that.
Last Tuesday there was an "R"
club meeting held at the Theta
lodge for the purpose of electing
new sports heads for each team.
Those elected were as follows: Basketball, Marcia Stoddard; Volleyball, Carl Good; Tennis, Peggy
Whitely; Hockey, Sis Young; Archery, Sherry Gregg; Fencing, Toy
Skinner; Riding, Barbara Babb;
Crew, Lois Johnson. As yet golf
and swimming heads have not been
chosen.
In addition Intramural board
members were elected by each sorority. They are: Independents, Toy
Skinner; Alpha Phi, Lynne Leonard ; Chi Omega, Sherry Gregg;
Gamma Phi, Carolyn Lewis; Theta,
Sis Young; Phi Mu, Jane Fairchild;
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Esther
Pierce; Pi Phi, Barbara Brock.
Tennis tournaments begin on
November 1. It's to be an elimination (free-for-all) tournament, and
competition is expected to run high,
since there are many promising
players in the freshman class.
By all indications the Intramurals will be good this year, as practices are being held every Thursday night.
won the New Jersey and Florida
State Championships and last year
the Orange County championship.
Versitile, Mr. Apgar doesn't confine his activities to tennis. He won
the National Junior and Southern
Zone Trap shooting championship,
in recent years.
Both men will be on the courts
Tuesday and Friday mornings,
from 10:45 until 12:45. And Doc
Adams, who is a darned good coach
in his own right, will be on hand
to supervise the proceedings. Come
on out—even Tilden had to begin!

Thursday and Friday
The greatest story told is now
on the screen . , . the unforgetable story of the great sacrifice
of the war.
"NURSE EDITH CAVELL"
with Ann Neagle—May Robson
H. B. Warner — Zasu Pitts
Saturday - Sunday - Monday
The American fighting U-Boats
in action . . . can U-Boats be
stopped, you'll find the answer
"THUNDER AFLOAT"
with
WALLACE BEERY
Chester Morris
Tuesday and Wednesday
DOUBLE FEATURE
PROGRAM
BASIL RATHBONE
VICTOR McLAGLEN
in "RIO"
also
"STOP, LOOK and LOVE"
Jean Rogers

Campus Bookshop
for your book needs

Typewriter Headquarters
Sales and Service
All Makes Used Typewriters

Davis Office Supply

BEEN TO THE BEACH? — YOUR CAR SHOULD BE
WASHED, POLISHED, SIMONIZED
GREASING — 75c ANY CAR

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
E. Park & Fairbanks

Winter Park

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
BUCK JOHNSON and JOHN GIANTONIO
Campus Agents
We solicit your business as a home town concern.
Winter Park
Phone 413

SOUTHERN DAIRIES

SEALTEST ICE CREAM
is served exclusive in the Beanery

COMING SATURDAY
Fighting Americans—
WALLACE BEERY
CHESTER MORRIS

'THUNDER AFLOAT'
November 7-8
BASIL RATHBONE
in "RIO"
"STOP, LOOK, LOVE"
witli Jean Rogers
November 9-10
"DANCLNG CO-ED"
with Lana Turner

—Rollins Alumnus—
REAL ESTATE BROKER
Tel. 400

100 Park Ave.

Rollins Press Store
Fraternity Stationery
and
Deealcomanias

'NIFTY" SPONSORED FASHION from DICKSON-IVES

Featuring,
New
Antique
Tan

MUSIC BOX
"Everything in Music"
LATEST IN

Music — Records
Portables Decca Recorder
Phone 151

IIP FlSdOl

AMERICAN
Launderers

Drycleaners

•
CAMPUS AGENTS

Joe Justice
Sam Hardman

A reversible jacket of genuine grain leather in a rich
brown shade. It is reversed with a fawn-colored McGregor water repellant All-weather cloth. Talon
fastener.

Priced at $10.95
other leather jackets from

They're worn by better-dressed
college men.
Men's Fashion Corner

YOWELL-DREW'S
ORLANDO

4.:

'J<

E. Park Ave.

A ROLLINS college girl knows the greater the
variety possible with her school clothes, the
merrier campus life! We've all the SWEATERS
and JACKETS, SHIRTS and SKIRTS to make
you a quick change artist, come class time, date
time or football time. Wool plaid JACKETS
$5.98 and $7.98 . . . SWEATERS of all description S1.98 up to $5.98 . . . pleated and flared
SKIRTS $2.98 up to $5.98 . . . SHIRTS from
$1.98 up.

J^jjsir

4//iif/

SPORTSWEAR
SECOND FLOOR

$7.50 to $15.00

ANDY'S GARAGE
Church St.
DAY PHONE 75
NIGHT PHONE 319W

R. C. BAKER
At the Corner, Downtown

Dickson-Iwes
The Woman's Store

get ready for "Tampa"

R O L L I N S
President Holt Meets French Club Meets
With Dr. Feuerstein
Trustees in New York
May Attend Conference on Election of Officers Is Most
Inter-American Relations
Important Action

CAMPUS
NEWS

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1,1933

S A N D S P U R

Lambda Chi Alpha
Formally Installed
Dean Winslow S. Anderson
Presides During Opening

COMMENTS on
Today's NEWS

Lola

LaRue
Tells of Rollins

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)

Publications Union
H a s F i r s t Meeting
Louis Bills Voted Chairman

many people, but I said it was a
For Forthcoming Year
The big news of las week was, Hoover man so as not to hert Bud's
Jane Rittenhouse, Peggy (PenOver sixty members of Lambda of course, the seizure of the AmerThe
Rollins Publications Union
President Holt left Winter Park
The Cercle Francais met for the guin Whiteley and Wah Siddall Chi Alphii chapters from the Uni- ican freighter, "City of Flint", feelings and he said Im glad and
Saturday for New York to attend first time this year a t the home motored over to Melbourne last versity of Florida and Southern known for its part in the rescue of my dear he is going to tell me all met last Thursday in Prof. Wattles'
office.
Louis Bills and John Gian.
a meeting of the Rollins College of Professor Richard Feuerstein on weekend to see Marilyn Tubbs.
College, journeyed to the Rollins passengers of the ill-fated "Athe- about vaccura cleaners soon he says
tonio were nominated for chairmen
Board of Trustees.
Wednesday evening, October 25.
Dotty Bryn visited Anne Miller campus Sunday to witness the for- nia", by the German pocket battle- and I think that will be wonderful of the union for the forthcoming
mal installation of the Florida ship "Deutschland". This itself
The meeting was informal and
President Holt will also attend
and her family a t Eustis last weekyear. After a vote Bills was electTheta-Gamma Zeta of Lambda Chi would not be too strange a thing, for my education.
to many matters which are of gen- consisted of small group conversaAnd my dear the other presi- ed and assumed the chair. The
Alpha, in solemn ritualistic cere- but the question mark in this case
eral interest to the college. He may tions held entirely in French. Dr. end.
We were all glad to see Mr. and monies that began at eleven o'- is that the ship was taken to the dents relation is hear too. His union gave Dudley Darling a vote
fulfill some speaking engagements Feuerstein, Dr. and Mrs. Stein, and
Suzanne Stein led the conversation. Mrs. Whitelaw when they stopped clock and continued throughout the Russian port, Murmansk, supposed- name is Al Roosevelt who is a very of thanks for his services in the
in northern schools.
He will also attend a meeting of Dr. Feuerstein discovered hidden over in Winter Park last week; day.
ly neutral port. The news which celebrated person. I mean I was past year.
The union discussed and decided
the American-Scandinavian Foun- talent for acting when he directed Mrs. Whitelaw is the former Betty
At the same time that the crack has been received since then is very interduced to him and I was thrilled
Betty
Tomlinson,
Sammy
Gunn,
and
Reeser.
The
couple
graduated
two
dation and will probably go to
degree team from the University of vague and confused. Each day new to deth and I said to him Ive heard that the Flamingo would go back
Washington in response to a special John Nicholson in a very impromp- years ago.
Florida was introducing the newly reports are forthcoming. I t is people speak very highly of Theo- to the usual literary magazine and
personal invitation from the Sec- tu skit which was prepared in EngThe upperclassmen who remem- adopted ritual to the Rollins mem- known that a German crew took dore and he talked some too but I drop the slick paper, cuts and half.
retary of State, Cordell Hull, to lish and carried off very well.
ber Durl Rodgers and King Mac- bers, Ernest A. Bryson of Ashe- over the ship, sailed it to a Norwe- could not understand him becuz he tones and national advertising. I[
attend a conference on InterAn election of officers netted Rury will be happy to learn they ville, N. C , H. Darnold of Orlando, gian port, and there allowed the is from Texass and they don't speak was brought out that last year the
American Relations.
Flamingo had every appearance of
the following results: President, are married.
Fla., were initiated as members of crew of a British ship, which had American very well up there.
Elizabeth Kennedy; Secretary, BetAnd I met a gorjus girl named a frivolous magazine. The new one
Miss Willie Johnson, district Florida Theta-Gamma Zeta.
been rescued by the City of Flint,
Women's Association Meets ty Winton; and Treasurer, Daphne president, was a guest of the The- The ceremonies were held in the to leave the ship. They then took Ella Parshul who is really glamer- will be cheaper to publish, even
Banks.
th the loss of advertising, beta's last weekend. A delightful tea new Dyer Memorial building. Dean the boat to Murmansk. There they us. I mean Ella reelly has glamer.
Those who attended the meeting was held in her honor Monday af- of Rollins College, Winslow S. An- themselves were interned by theI mean I told Ella that with her cause of smaller size and cheaper
Rolllins Woman's Association
ere Elizabeth Kennedy, Betty ternoon a t the Theta lodge.
derson presided over the opening Russians, only to be released with- glamer she could get a job or paper in keeping with usual litergave a party Saturday afternoon
honoring the new women faculty Winton, Daphne Banks, Betty de
The Lambda Chi Alpha's observ- session, which featured the reading ing twenty-four hours. Despite all Broadway becuz you do not espe^ ary magazines.
In discussing the Flamingo, it
of the history of Lambda Chi Al the efforts of our Ambassador, shully need brains if you are glam^
and staff members in the living Giers, Mimi Graves, Norine Farr. ed Union Day Sunday.
was brought out that there was a
room of Caroline Fox Hall. Miss Jean Holden, Betty Tomlinson, BetThe Rollins Women's Associa- pha by Frank Gorse, President of very little information concerning
Chloe M. Lyle, general chairman, ty Miller, Suzanne Stein, Sammy tion, with representatives from all the Southern College Chapti
the whereabouts or safety of the And beleave it or not as Riply field for a lighter magazine at Rolwas assisted by Mrs. J. M. Schultz. Gunn, Jimmie Gunn, John Nichol over Florida, held a meeting a t Fox the reading of the history of Theta American crew could be procured.
lins. The chairman appointed Jack
ys Deedee Honig is here all
Kappa Nu, by Dr. William MelBuckwalter to look into the matter
At four o'clock refreshments of son. Dr. and Mrs. Feuerstein, and Hall Sunday.
The latest report, a t the time of •you remember Deedee dont you
and see what possibilities it would
punch and cakes were served. Dr. and Mrs. Stein.
Fannie Ruth Fairchild, Phi Mu,cher.
the writing of this article, was that j cuz she was in some musicals
spent the weekend with her parIn the afternoon, Everett Wil the City of Flint had left Mur-1 New York and when we saw each have.
The union will meet again Thursents in Winter Garden.
cox, President of the Florida Uni. mansk under a German crew fly- other last week Deedee said hello
The Alpha Phi's held a formal versity chapter, officiated a t theing the American flag. Its desina- Lola I see your blond now, and I day, Nov. 9, to approve the budgets
initiation Sunday afternoon.
ritualistic ceremonies. The seven- tion is supposedly some German said hello Deedee.
and transact business.
For e x t r a prompt and efficient service
The Phi Mu's are expecting Miss man degree team executed its work port where it will be kept until a
I don't know many people yet
Cleta Cleveland, a national offi- in flawless manner and impressii German prize court decides whether becaws there are more peopL
not very much to do like Dean Enon home or auto radios — call 115
dignity. A smoker was held aft(
cer this week.
it is German property now because Rollins than almost anything, but yard.
dinner in the chapter room, which
Anyway looking a t all those booi;
it was carrying many goods on the Ive met a boy named Dudely Darwas well attended by alumni mem
ling and I asked him if he was any titels made me very exosted and I
IMPORTANT NOTICE
bers of the now-defunct Theta Kap. Nazi contraband list or if it shall relation to Dollie Darling who used asked Miss Sawyer the liberian to
Dean Anderson, Director of
pa Nu fraternity and many Lambdi be returned to the United States. to be in burlesk except her real pick out some real intelHgunt books
the Civilian Pilot Training Pro- Chi Alpha alumni from all over tht The Germans have a perfect right
name w^as Clara Henry and Dudely that I could tell Mr. Fawcett Id red,
gram at Rollins, has just re- state. Dean Anderson, one of the to seize the City of Flint under
said they weren't related anyway in the post card Im going to send
ceived word from the Civil Aer- founders of Theta Kappa Nu, and the circumstances, but it is doubt^
Work called for and delivered.
altho its a small world after all.
him. She sugested the Romance of
onautics Authority of certain National Grand High Alpha of the ful if she were right in taking the
I am studying Shaksper and who Anthroapology and I said I wanted
changes in the eligibility re- newly merged fraternity, headed ship to a neutral port.
ever wrote it has talent and ought something hevior than a love storjquirements. The most important the list of speakers, who were inThe main problem is that of the to go far. I sugested this to Jane so she gave mc Rojays Thcsorus
of these CONCERNS STU- troduced by President Dudley Darlposition of the Russian govern- Russell she said she hoped he would and the works of plato who fiddled
DENTS WHO HAVE HAD ing, of Theta-Gamma Zeta.
Here's where you'll get the best service
ment. There is no doubt that Rus- go far. F a r far away she said, while Rom burned if I remember
PREVIOUS SOLO EXPERIIt was the first trip to the Rol- sia was not pleased by the Nazi's and I knew right then that she was correctly and just then Loois Bills
ENCE. '*In order to prevent duon body work,painting, and repairing
plication of training i t was ori- lins campus for many of the vis- action in bringing the captured ship being sourcastic and did not care came in and said What are you doing with two books Lola and he told
itors,
and all were enthusiastic in to one of her ports, as she was the about nawledge.
ginally required that Civilian
for all makes of cars.
their acclaim of its beauty. Not a first to announce the capture and
Pilot Trainees have no previous
I am also studying french which me a story abowt a shoris girl who
solo flight experience. Many re- few complimentary remarks were detention of the ship, while she still is a very refined langwige which all got mad becuz someone gave her a
quests for waivers of this r e - directed at our coeds, too.
efuses to confirm that the missing those foreners in Franse speak. prsent of a book when she a'ready
A complete line of
quirement have been received.
Plans are under way for active Bremen is in the same port. The Last year they had a Barren teach- had one. Well I new he was directTHIS
REQUIREMENT IS intra-Zeta activity with a states- Russians blundered in their actions ing french here and I would loved ing his shaft of satyr a t me and so
HEREBY REMOVED in the wide Sports Day planned in theconcerning the German crew and to have met him becus I have never very cawmly I let him know about
cases of qualified students who near future. All three chapters will detention of the ship. Their posi- met any royalties altho I did meet the liberry by my bedside containing every book Kathleen Norris evhave had dual and solo experi- visit Miami in January, to witness tion is still not clear, and much re- Joan Crawford once.
ence but who do not hold nor the formal installation of the new
to be explained. Can she Last night I went to the liberry
wrote. And walking away very
have ever held a private or high- chapter a t the University of Mia- still claim to be neutral after her to meet Dick Kelly and had to wait dignifydly I yelled a t him, I said,
er grade certificate."
mi. The installation of the Miami part in this affair? Only time will a while and since there was nothing You and comparisons are odorus.
JUST PHONE
YOUR CAR
chapter will give the Lambda Chi
All interested Rollins students Alpha its fourth chapter in thetell, and probably even then no to do I just walked around and Anyway Rubye Rollins is ma
115
DELIVERED AT
definite answer will be given by the looked a t all those books and it all Ious. And education, hear I cc
affected by tWis change are
ANY TIME
state, the University of Florida, Soviets. The matter now a t hand seemed so silly since no one could reddy or not.
NO EXTRA CHARGE
urged to contact the Dean's
Southern College and Rollins alLove and k.
is the future destiny of the ship and reed all those boks, not even peopul
Office immediately.
ready being represented.
who just sit at there desks and have
Lola
its crew.

LAIRD'S RADIO SERVICE

GENERAL TIRES
STORAGE SERVICE

I

College Garage
"United Motors Service"

SWEATERS .

.

.

SWEATERS .

Real Mildness

.
.

.

and more

.
SWEATERS

AND NEW GLAMOROUS SKIRTS TO GO WITH
THEM!

CHESTERFIELD'S RIGHT COMBINATION

Simpson's irresistable Sweaters and Skirts
(currently featured in Vogue, Harper's and
Mile.) rate "Honors" in any wardrobe! And
you can find the color, style, and materials
(and prices, too) that you are looking for.

of the world's best cigarette tobaccos
ou'll enjoy e v e r y Chesterfield
you smoke because you'll find them
c o o l e r , y o u ' l l l i k e t h e t a s t e , and
C h e s t e r f i e l d s a r e definitely milder.
There's
a hig preference
for the
cigarette that really
satisfies.
Chesterfield's RIGHT COMBINATION of
the w o r l d ' s best cigarette tobaccos is
t h e perfect blend t o give y o u more
smoking pleasure. Make y o u r next
pack C h e s t e r f i e l d , . . you can't buy a
better
cigarette.

18 W. CENTRAI

ARE YOU CONCERNED
YOUR

ABOUT

DRYCLEANING?

TAKE NO CHANCES — USE

Certified Dry Cleaning
Guaranteed by
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
As advertised therein

Winter Park Branch
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
308 E. Park Ave.
Phone 418
Pressing While You Wait
Copyright 1939, LIGGETT & MYBRS TOBACCO CO,

